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Figure 1: Levels of automation, source: NHTSA (2018)

Figure 2: Sensors and electric equipment of autonomous cars, source: Narnakaje (2017)
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Figure 1.1: Cost per mile in $

Figure 1.2: Cost of shared cars vs. robotaxis in different cities
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Figure 2.1: Example screenshot of “the moral machine”-project, source: http://moralmachine.mit.edu

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the virtual reality design used by Faulhaber et al. (2017)
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Abstract The recent progress in the development of autonomous cars has seen
ethical questions come to the forefront. In particular, life and death decisions
regarding the behavior of self-driving cars in trolley dilemma situations are
attracting widespread interest in the recent debate. In this essay we want to ask
whether we should implement a mandatory ethics setting (MES) for the whole of
society or, whether every driver should have the choice to select his own personal
ethics setting (PES). While the consensus view seems to be that people would not be
willing to use an automated car that might sacrifice themselves in a dilemma situation, we will defend the somewhat contra-intuitive claim that this would be
nevertheless in their best interest. The reason is, simply put, that a PES regime
would most likely result in a prisoner’s dilemma.
Keywords Autonomous driving ! Automation ! Ethics ! Morality ! Dilemma

Introduction
The introduction of autonomous cars1 as well as the development of ever more
capable driver assistance systems are moving at a high pace. Big companies like
BMW, Mercedes, Ford, GM, Toyota, Nissan, Volvo, Audi and, most prominently,
Google are currently working on projects that aim to get humans away from the
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Henceforth, we will use the terms autonomous car, robot car and self-driving car interchangeably.
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steering wheel. Tesla has even gone so far as to release an update that enables their
cars to drive on autopilot (McHugh 2015).
From an ethical perspective, the introduction of autonomous cars promises huge
progress: Car accidents resulted in the deaths of roughly 32,000 people in the year
2013 in the U.S. alone.2 The WHO estimates about 1.2 million traffic deaths
worldwide each year (WHO 2011). According to a study by the ENO Center of
Transportation, about 93 % of the 5.5 million crashes in the U.S. have been
attributed to human error as the primary cause of the crash. This statistic includes all
reported crashes—most of them without serious consequences for the people
involved. Yet, out of these 93 % of human attributed crashes, more than a third is
caused by intoxication (mainly alcohol, but also illegal drugs), speeding (30 %),
distracted drivers (20 %), and other human errors due to external factors such as
weather conditions or personal shortcomings e.g. lack of proper driving skills
(Fagnant and Kockelman 2013). Most experts agree that the introduction of selfdriving cars will lower the overall number of traffic accidents and traffic deaths.
Based on the evidence currently available, it seems fair to suggest that the number
of traffic-related deaths will go down significantly as more and more self-driving
cars are introduced into the market. Some believe that autonomous cars will
decrease traffic accidents by 90 % (Gao et al. 2014). A study by the Virginia
Transportation Research Institute compared crash rates of cars in autonomous mode
to manually steered cars, accounting for different levels of severity. The study states
that ‘‘current data suggest that self-driving cars may have low rates of more-severe
crashes […] when compared to national rates or to rates from naturalistic data sets,
but there is currently too much uncertainty in self-driving rates to draw this
conclusion with strong confidence’’ (Blanco et al. 2016). Nevertheless, given the
fact that the prominent ‘‘Google car’’ has—as of this writing—managed to drive
autonomously for over 1.7 million miles of testing with just 11 minor incidents (in
which the Google car has never been the cause of the incident), an improvement in
safety seems to be a fair assumption.
Although on the one hand, there is—from a normative standpoint3—pro tanto
good reason to welcome the introduction of autonomous cars, there is no doubt that
automated driving also poses new ethical challenges. Self-driving cars—if
introduced—will crash eventually and will kill or seriously hurt someone in the
process. There has never been a technology that has not failed at one point, and selfdriving cars will be no exception. Autonomous cars are highly dependent on
software and sensors, which are prone to fail eventually. Yet, even if we assume that
a malfunction of the system does not occur, unlucky circumstances might lead to the
following situation.

2

This is according to the data of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Note that the traffic-related
death rate per 100,000 inhabitants is lower for first world countries due to safer (newer) technology,
functioning regulation and enforcement of traffic laws.

3

We emphasize the normative point here, since there might be other perspectives from which the
introduction of autonomous cars seems to pose a problem. People who enjoy having a steering wheel in
their hand might fear, for instance, that autonomous cars will prove so much safer than regular cars that
Elon Musk’s prediction comes true and the government might outlaw non-autonomous cars (Hof 2015).
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Imagine you are sitting in your autonomous car going at a steady pace entering a
tunnel. In front of you is a school bus with children on board going at the same pace
as you are. In the left lane there is a single car with two passengers overtaking you.
For some reason the bus in front of you brakes and your car cannot brake to avoid
crashing into the bus. There are three different strategies your car can follow: First,
brake and crash into the bus, which will result in the loss of lives on the bus. Second,
steer into the passing car on your left—pushing it into the wall, saving your life but
killing the other car’s two passengers. Third, it can steer itself (and you) into the
right hand sidewall of the tunnel, sacrificing you but sparing all other participants’
lives.4
In a world without autonomous cars, the tunnel case is a philosophically
interesting problem, which is usually discussed in the literature under the rubric of
‘trolley problems’, but not an ethically relevant ‘‘real world’’ issue. The reason for
this is mainly that the driver behind the bus needs to make a split second decision
based on very limited information. In such a situation, there is simply no time to
form a—what philosophers sometimes call—deliberate judgment and, thus, there
are thin grounds for assigning responsibility. In a world with autonomous cars, the
case is different. Here, an agent—for instance the driver of a particular car or a
regulative agency—essentially needs to tell the car beforehand what it should do in
such a case. Or to put it differently: an agent must decide for a specific ethics
setting. From a normative perspective, this raises an immediate question, namely:
What is the right ethics setting? In this essay, however, we want to deal with
another—although related—normative question: Should we collectively mandate a
specific ethics setting for the whole of society, or should every driver have the
choice to select his own ethics setting? Let us look at both options a little more
closely. First, a society could agree on one ethical rule that is mandatory for every
car under its jurisdiction. For this to be a sensible approach, one would have to show
that there is a rule, for instance, that could be agreed on ex ante by all members of
society. Secondly, there is the option to let each individual choose his own ethical
setting privately for his own car. In theory, she could determine how her car should
behave in a scenario like the tunnel case by setting her car to value her life above all
(or not) as well as set a threshold of possible lives being saved at which she would
be willing to sacrifice herself. In this essay, we will defend a mandatory ethics
setting for all cars. More specifically, we will claim that a mandatory ethics setting
should be in the best interest of all members of society.
We will unfold our argument in three sections. In the first section, we will talk
briefly about the current prospects of automatic driving. Furthermore, we will give a
quick overview of the existing literature that deals with normative questions and
provide some context to the question this article attempts to solve. In the second
section, we will motivate and discuss the arguments that point in the direction of a
personal ethics setting. In the third part, we will argue that there is compelling
reason to accept a mandatory ethics setting, since implementing a PES regime
would most likely result in a prisoner’s dilemma, i.e. a socially inferior outcome.
4

This scenario is based on Millar’s tunnel problem (Millar 2014a). Marcus (2012) and Goodall (2013)
give a similar scenario called the ‘‘bridge scenario’’.
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Autonomous Cars and Ethics
Introduction: Autonomous Cars
The idea of autonomous cars goes back to General Motor’s vision for the future of
transportation at the 1939 New York World’s Fair (Becker et al. 2014). Although
the idea of driverless cars has never disappeared completely from the world of
imagination, in recent years it has experienced an unprecedented uptake. The reason
the idea of the driverless car has gained traction again is twofold. First, considerable
advancements in technology have led to a situation in which driverless cars are
essentially within our reach. The second reason is that big automobile manufacturing companies such as BMW, Mercedes, Ford, GM and Toyota as well as leading
tech companies such as Google and Apple (Harris 2015) back the idea of
autonomous driving. Recently, the first autonomous pods were introduced to public
roads in the Netherlands (Murgia 2015) and the Japanese government will launch an
experiment with an unmanned taxi service as early as 2016 (Hongo 2015).
When it comes to automated vehicles, it is important to emphasize that there is a
continuum of vehicle automation. The US National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), for instance, distinguishes five levels of vehicle
automation. They mainly differentiate between cars that ‘‘do not have any of their
control systems automated’’ (level 0), from cars in which the human driver is still
mainly in control (level 1–2) and cars that are fully automated such that a human
driver can cede full control to the car, whenever she chooses (level 3–4) (NHTSA
2013). The current state of automation does not allow the driver to cede full control,
but ‘‘automobile manufacturers and technology companies are working towards
adding more and more autonomous functions to newly manufactured vehicles’’
(Marshall and Niles 2014). In general, experts ‘‘emphasize incremental automation
over full automation, contrast research platforms with production vehicles […].’’
(Smith 2014) By now it seems evident that different players in the market for
autonomous vehicles will rely on different strategies when it comes to introducing
automated driving. While automobile manufactures especially favor a gradual,
‘‘evolutionary development path of stepwise improvements from advanced driver
assistance systems’’ (Meyer et al. 2015) to fully automated driving, tech companies
like Google favor a revolutionary, disruptive approach (Davies 2015). Although, it
is not certain at the moment when—or on which route—autonomous cars will
conquer the streets, it seems more likely than not that they will succeed in the end.
The members of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), for
instance, predict that self-driving cars ‘‘will account for up to 75 percent of cars on
the road by the year 2040.’’ (IEEE 2012)
Ethical Issues Regarding Autonomous Cars
Since autonomous cars are a relatively new technology and its development is
fostered mainly by automotive companies and engineers, much of the current debate
revolves around the question of liability. Although other ethical challenges have
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been introduced to the debate, they remain of minor impact. Many favorable ethical
arguments for the introduction of the autonomous car have been made on
environmental grounds. Autonomous cars could reduce fuel usage and pollution by
strictly following hypermiling strategies, and provide the possibility to position
themselves closely behind other cars, since self-driving cars react faster and need
not have the same safety margin as humans (Spieser et al. 2014; Torbert and
Herrschaft 2013; Silberg et al. 2012; Schrank et al. 2011; Coelingh and Solyom
2012). Interestingly enough, car manufacturers might be in a position to build
lighter cars, as it may be the case that additional safety features from the crumple
zone to the air bags are no longer needed, additionally reducing fuel consumption.
Other arguments focus on economic benefits such as an increase in spare time, the
lower frequency of congestions and the possibility to install shared-car business
models. Due to the reasons above, a Morgan Stanley report forecasts about $507
billion in productivity gains in the US alone (Shanker et al. 2013). Societal
arguments focus mainly on the ability of the impaired to gain independence and the
possibility to redesign roads and parking opportunities in urban areas, since
autonomous cars need less space to operate (Silberg et al. 2012). On the other hand,
difficulties arise because the environmental advantages could be nullified by a
higher total number of car users (e.g. children and the impaired). Additionally, some
raise privacy concerns due to the need of autonomous cars to communicate
constantly for the network to work efficiently (Lin 2014a). Mladenovic and
McPherson (2015) raise the question of how to engineer social justice into traffic
control, especially concerning the dimensions of safety sustainability, and privacy.
There is a rapidly increasing literature on the ethical issues surrounding selfdriving cars, which focuses on the potential net benefit of lives saved and the issue
of liability if an autonomous car does crash. These two topics are intertwined for a
reason. If autonomous cars actually reduce the number of fatalities, this seems to be
a reason to foster their development and incentivize companies and research
facilities to invest heavily in the new technology. At this point, the question of
liability comes into play: If an autonomous car causes a crash, it itself cannot be
held morally accountable for the outcome since it is not a moral agent. If lawmakers
were to shift the responsibility towards the developers, it will create a financial
barrier for the companies due to the high-anticipated costs usually associated with a
lawsuit. Hevelke and Nida-Rümelin (2014) provide a detailed analysis of the ethical
issues related to the attribution of responsibility to either the manufacturers or the
driver, proposing a tax or a mandatory insurance to cope with any damages that any
autonomous car might cause.
This article, however, is an attempt to address a special moral issue that is
discussed under the rubric of the trolley problem. First introduced by Philippa Foot,
an Oxford-based philosopher, then taken up by American philosopher Judith Jarvis
Thompson, the trolley problem has generated a vast amount of literature—
sometimes referred to as ‘‘trolleyology’’ (Robinson 2014).5 With the introduction of
5

In this paper we will not discuss the trolley problem in detail. Readers who are not familiar with the
thought experiment are referred to Foot (1967), Thomson (1976) and Thomson (1985). For a complete
overview see Robinson (2014).
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autonomous cars, the nature of the trolley problem changes dramatically. So far it
has been used as a thought experiment to elicit people’s intuitions and to strengthen
or weaken an underlying moral concept like utilitarianism or deontic ethics. In the
case of driverless cars, the issue gets a very practical relevance as Lin (2013)
observes when he writes that ‘‘programmers will [still] need to instruct an
automated car on how to act for the entire range of foreseeable scenarios, as well as
lay down guiding principles for unforeseen scenarios.’’ When we think of a human
driver who suddenly finds herself in a scenario like tunnel, we do not expect her to
follow a certain moral guiding principle and we certainly do not blame her
afterwards if we find that her choice does not line up with our own intuitions or
convictions. Instead, we would rather understand the nature of this dilemma and,
given the short reaction time, would argue that she had no choice but to act out of
pure instinct. In short, we would refrain from assigning moral responsibility and
ergo moral blame. With autonomous cars, the case is quite different: Firstly, a
computer is not deluded by mere instincts and is not pumped up with adrenalin
when it finds itself in a moral dilemma. Secondly, a computer capable of controlling
a vehicle autonomously in everyday traffic situations can be expected to take huge
amounts of information (e.g. number of possible victims) into consideration, even if
the time horizon for a decision is limited. Thirdly, it has to have some kind of
default reaction if there is no specific order on how to react in a case like the tunnel
case. Assuming that the default setting would be to brake and go straight ahead, this
would already be a morally relevant decision made by the developer of the
underlying algorithm. In any case, the automatic system will act and the
consequences cannot be considered accidental because they are determined
beforehand. As with the original trolley problem, there are different moral
arguments that propose divergent strategies as to what conduct should be considered
morally preferable in this scenario. This line of thought can be described with the
umbrella term of ‘‘ethics of crashing’’, which tries to shed light on which decision is
morally justified given the dilemma-like characteristic of trolley situations.
The central ethical issue with regard to trolley problems simply put is then: How
should an autonomous car react in a trolley situation? Much of the current debate
revolves around the question whether there is good moral reason to have the
autonomous car react according to deontological or utilitarian considerations. While
the first requires the ethical decision to be made according to a set of rules that must
be adhered to under any circumstances, the latter seeks to maximize utility with
every decision made, that is, it places the consequences of a morally relevant act in
the foreground. Goodall (2013) notes that these ‘‘rational approaches’’ are appealing
to engineers and software developers since machines are, by nature, destined to
follow a specific set of rules (deontology) or maximize preset functions for
optimization (utilitarianism). Others stress the importance of a virtue ethics
approach, which is fostered by professional engineering organizations and therefore
influence the decision-making of engineers (Kumfer and Burgess 2015).
However, if one takes into consideration the broader spectrum of machine ethics,
one finds additional approaches evaluating the possibility of Kantian machines
(Powers 2006), empathy based machines called Smithian machines (Powers 2013)
and descriptive ethics based machines, which mimic the entire spectrum of actual
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human ethical opinions of society using some mechanism of randomization
(Goodall 2014). In a sense then, the autonomous vehicle version of the trolley
problem just reproduces the debate—and thus the disagreement—of the original
trolley problem. The question from a normative perspective then becomes: how
should we proceed given widespread normative disagreement about the appropriate
ethics setting of autonomous cars?
In philosophy, such disagreements are ubiquitous. Since ethics—and in particular
political philosophy—is faced with such normative stand-offs on a regular basis,
philosophy has developed certain tools to approach those disagreements. The most
common approach in liberal society is to partition the moral decision space and thus
give individuals the freedom to act according to their own normative standards. In
the next section, we will discuss this approach to facing disagreement. Although, at
first, it seems very attractive, we will argue that such an arrangement would be to
the detriment of everybody in the case of autonomous cars.

Personal Ethics Setting (PES)
When it comes to ethical problems, modern societies usually face pervasive
disagreement. While it might be the case that reasonable people might be able to
agree on very general rules of justice and the distribution of rights, political
philosophers are usually much more skeptical when it comes to questions of applied
ethics. Gerald Gaus (2005) writes: ‘‘although we may be able to obtain knowledge
of abstract principles of right, particular judgments and specific issues involve
conflicting principles, and [thus] it is exceedingly difficult to provide answers to
these questions that have any claim to being clear and definitive.’’ As Rawls (1993)
has pointed out in his seminal work ‘‘a plurality of reasonable, yet incompatible,
comprehensive doctrines is the normal result of the exercise of human reason within
the framework of the free institutions of a constitutional democratic regime.’’ In
short, Rawls—and many others believe—that the institutions of modern democracies, which are based on toleration and acknowledgment of what economists call
bounded rationality, and what Rawls dubbed the burdens of judgment, will
inevitably produce a plethora of different beliefs and moral stances.
One of the essential answers of modern political philosophy to the problem of
reasonable moral disagreement is to partition the moral decision space. Instead of
searching for a binding rule, modern societies often leave it to the individual to
decide. Furthermore, leaving the decision to the individual doesn’t only have the
virtue that—at least in a circumscribed space—the individual can live according to
her own normative ideals and understanding of the good. It also has the virtue that
leaving the decision to each individual also pays equal respect to each of the
members of society. Jason Millar gives the following example: ‘‘In medical ethics,
there is general agreement that it is impermissible to impose answers to deeply
personal moral questions upon the [patient]. When faced with a diagnosis of cancer,
for example, it is up to the patient to decide whether or not to undergo
chemotherapy.’’ (Millar 2014b) A personal ethics setting reflects the value of
autonomy and is in that sense sensitive to the moral views of the members of
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society. In such a world, an old couple might decide that they have lived a fulfilled
life and thus are willing to sacrifice themselves in a tunnel case scenario. On the
other hand, a family father might decide that even if he drives his car alone to work
that his car should never be allowed to sacrifice him. Even if it is his life against a
family or a school bus. At least prima facie, devolving the ethical decisions space
seems to be the appropriate solution; a solution that is in accordance with the values
of a liberal society. Sandberg and Bradshaw (2013) argue along these lines
proposing that an autonomous car should have different ethics settings consistent
with several ethical theories to allow each individual owner to decide what ethics
setting her car should have. In this case, a self-driving vehicle would be considered a
‘‘moral proxy’’ as opposed to a ‘‘moral agent’’ or a ‘‘moral patient’’ (see Millar
2014a). A recent web poll by robohub.org supports this result. The poll asked who
should determine how an automated car responds in ethical dilemma situations such
as the trolley problem. Most of the participants (44 %) thought that the passengers
should decide, while 33 % thought that lawmakers should have the final say (Millar
2014b). In his short essay ‘‘Here is a terrible idea: Robot Cars With
Adjustable Ethics Settings’’, Patrick Lin (2014b), however, takes a stance
against—as the headline suggests—an adjustable ethics setting. The argument Lin
presents in his short piece is mainly about manufacturer liability and does not
directly confront the normative issue of whether a personal ethic setting would be
justified or not. Nevertheless, Lin—en passant—mentions two interesting moral
reasons against a PES that we want to consider here. The first reason is that a PES
might allow options that seem morally troubling: For instances targeting black
people over white people, poor people over rich ones, and gay people over straight.
Lin undoubtedly touches an important point here. But there is an important counterargument to this objection. Allowing for a PES does not mean that the PES itself
allows for all conceivable trade-offs. Think about one of the central rights in modern
liberal states: religious freedom. Modern states allow for a wide range of religious
practices, but there are nonetheless certain practices that are ruled out. In Germany,
for instance, shechita, a special Jewish tradition of slaughtering animals in a kosher
fashion is banned because the practice stands in conflict with animal rights. A PES,
thus, as every ‘‘moral free space’’ (Donaldson and Dunfee 1999) would have clearly
defined limits. Presumably, modern societies could achieve a far-reaching
overlapping consensus to prohibit deeply racist or sexist settings or even forbid
the allocation of demographic data that such a targeting mechanism would require.
Furthermore, it does not seem likely that any automotive company would indeed
offer a vehicle that permitted discrimination against a certain minority in the case of
an accident (see Millar 2014c).
The second objection that Lin mentions is, basically, that a PES would be too
much of a burden for the individual. From a philosophical point of view, however,
an argument along these lines would be puzzling. Who else, if not the citizens,
should decide these moral conundrums? Lin points to two alternative agents: The
car manufacturers and the government. Although at first glance, punting the
responsibility to the manufacturers and the government seems to be a feasible
option, a more careful analysis suggests that this is not a viable alternative. First,
automobile manufacturers are faced with fierce international competition. This
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means that the individual manufacturers need to be responsive to the demand of
customers. If customers want automated cars with a PES, manufacturers will have
no other option than to produce robo-cars with a PES.6 The other alternative is
shifting the responsibility to government agencies. From a normative point of view
though, the government should only pass laws that reflect the values, ideals and
preferences of its citizens. Thus, a necessary condition to determine which
regulations the government should pass is to elicit the values and preferences of the
citizens. Again, we are back to the citizens as the primary moral authority. The
crucial point we make is that, in any case, the citizen needs to make up her mind
about these new ethical conundrums. Neither the government nor the automobile
manufacturers have the moral authority to decide these questions, even if they had
the opportunity to do so.

Mandatory Ethics Setting (MES)
In this section, we want to argue that despite the advantages of a PES, a mandatory
ethics setting (MES) is actually in the best interest of society as a whole. Our
argument will proceed in three steps. In ‘‘PES in an interaction analyses’’ section we
will argue that implementing a PES would lead to a prisoner’s dilemma. To be more
specific, we argue that implementing a PES will lead to a situation that will crowd
out the ethical PES and lead to a socially unwanted outcome. In ‘‘Why a mandatory
rule is necessary’’ section, building on the result of the preceding section, we will
argue that a MES is the only way to solve the prisoner’s dilemma and that a MES
would be in the interest of selfish as well as morally motivated agents. In particular,
we will argue that a MES that minimizes the risk of people being harmed in traffic is
in the considered interest of society. As a corollary, we will defend the somewhat
contra-intuitive idea that automated cars—at least under some circumstances—
should sacrifice their drivers in order to save a greater number of lives. In
‘‘Objections’’ section we will review a few objections against our approach.
PES in an Interaction Analyses
In the second part, we argued, that in liberal societies a common response to
disagreement is partitioning the moral decision space. In applying this insight to the
question of ethics settings, we developed and justified the idea of a PES. Although
this idea seems intuitively appealing, implementing a PES will—or so we argue—
most likely lead to a social state that is unappealing from a wide variety of views. In
this section, we want to explain why implementing a PES leads to a prisoner’s
dilemma. However, before we go into medias res, we first want to comment on
some methodological issues with regard to the application of trolley problems to the
issue of autonomous cars.
6

One could argue that the manufactures could come together and agree on industry standards. There are
two things to say to this. First, industry-wide standards are pretty hard to achieve in a globalized world
with important car manufacturers all over the globe. Second, it is especially difficult if the industry
standards do not reflect the preferences of consumers.
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Since the ethical questions of automated driving are often discussed with
reference to trolley problems, we want to explain how our approach relates to the
current debate. Trolley problems, as we discussed earlier, are philosophical thought
experiments used to elicit moral intuitions. Collecting moral intuitions about certain
cases, in turn, allows philosophers to infer underlying moral principles that, in part,
explain our reactive moral attitudes. Thus, in applied ethics, we then use thought
experiments as proxies for moral problems in the real world. Thought experiments
in applied ethics are useful only insofar as they manage to abstract away distracting
details, while retaining the important moral properties and variables of the initial
problem X. If we fail to include an important variable of the initial problem in our
thought experiment, then the elicited intuitions and the corresponding underlying
moral principles will not teach us anything about how to regulate problem X.
Creating a moral thought experiment is then essentially similar to what is called
model building in the (social) sciences. In creating a model, it is important that we
are able to identify the relevant variables at work in a certain situation. The tricky
part in modeling, of course, is identifying the correct set of variables. If we miss
important variables in modeling a problem, our explanations and predictions will
suffer. If we are missing important moral variables in an ethical thought experiment,
our moral judgments will be most likely inadequate. Basically, the question is then
whether trolley cases adequately model the moral problems we are interested in
when thinking about the ethics settings of automated cars.
We think that standard trolley problems miss three morally important aspects of
the moral problem at hand and, thus, are inadequate, at least for the question we
raise in this paper. The first two aspects missing in the trolley case are strategic
interaction and iteration. In trolley problems, we are faced with a non-strategic
dilemma situation. Our actions alone determine the result of the dilemma. If we pull
the lever, the trolley will turn right; if we do nothing, the trolley will go straight
ahead and will kill whoever is tied to the tracks. Furthermore, our decision is not
dependent on the actions of other participants. This is very different in the case of
ethics settings. Think about it this way: if you live in a society, in which everybody
is known to have an altruistic ethics setting, you might consider having an altruistic
ethics setting as well. On the other hand, if you know that everybody around you set
their cars to protect themselves no matter what, you will most likely not be inclined
to sacrifice yourself for the greater number in case of a crash. Closely related to that,
trolley dilemma situations are essentially one-shot games. You make a decision and
that is it. Your decision, importantly, does not take into account the response to your
choice in the future. Again, this is different when it comes to the dilemma we are
grappling with. As our last example suggested, the distribution of ethics settings
might shift over time as a result of a myriad of individual strategic decisions.
The third aspect has to do with the decision situation of the trolley problem. In its
standard form, the trolley problem puts the ethical inquirer in the position of the
agent who needs to decide about life and death. However, when deliberating about
an adequate ethics setting for an automated car, it is important to view the dilemma
at hand from both perspectives, from the perspective of the subject and of the object.
This is because every participant in traffic is equally concerned with the possibility
of making the call in a dilemma situation, but also with being the target in such a
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situation. The agent, furthermore, can be singled out as a target or can be part of a
group that is targeted, for instance, if he is sitting in a bus, is carpooling or in a
group of pedestrians. The bottom line is that our fate in a trolley-like situation is not
only determined by the ethics setting of our own car, but by all other road users and
their ethics settings, respectively.
Since so many relevant moral aspects for the correct choice of ethics settings do
not come into the picture in the classical trolley choice problem, we think it is not
well suited to generate adequate intuitions and answers for the problem at hand. The
argument so far suggests we look for a choice situation that models:
(a)
(b)
(c)

strategic interaction
iteration
the fact that we could be subjects and objects of targeting.

A more appropriate way of thinking about the ethical questions that arise from
the ethics setting of automated cars, we maintain, is in terms of game theory. Game
theory is essentially about strategic interactions. Modeling the strategic interaction
between drivers who can choose their ethics setting will give a new and important
insight into the ethical question at hand.
PES: Crowding Out of Morality
We want to start here with a very simple game theoretic model. Imagine a social
world, in which autonomous cars have the capability to communicate with each
other and the relevant infrastructure about a wide range of potentially morally
relevant issues, such as the number of persons within a car. Further, imagine for
sake of simplicity that there are only two types of agents: moral agents and selfish
agents. In general, moral agents are disposed to act altruistically as long as most of
their fellows do so as well. Thus, their attitude towards moral behavior is
conditioned upon a certain degree of overall reciprocity. Applied to traffic dilemma
cases like the tunnel case, moral agents are disposed to sacrifice themselves in at
least some situations. Moral agents in our story are then disposed to minimize harm.
Note that the moral agents are not adhering to utilitarianism. Utilitarian agents
would need to sacrifice themselves for the greater good regardless of whether other
agents would do so or not. Selfish agents on the other hand, as one might expect, are
solely interested in minimizing harm to themselves.
Now, it seems clear that in a population that is constituted solely by moral agents,
every moral agent has good reasons to believe that every autonomous car on the
road is programmed ‘morally’, which gives him sufficient reason to choose a moral
PES as well. But consider now that a moral agent is put in a society in which he
cannot be sure what the actual distribution of moral and selfish agents is. In this
circumstance, even a moral agent might think to herself: Well, I am not disposed to
sacrifice myself for people I don’t know and who might well not do the same for me.
I want to be moral, but I do not want to be a sucker. A standard way to model such a
case is the well-known prisoner’s dilemma.
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Fig. 1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma

In this situation, two players have the choice between cooperation and defection.
Both recognize that they could maximize the social good by choosing to cooperate.
Yet, each of the players has the opportunity to get a higher payoff if she defects,
while the other player cooperates. Anticipating this line of thought, each player will
choose to defect in order to not be exploited, thus leading to the socially unwanted
outcome of (1,1) in the lower right quadrant. Obviously, the prisoner’s dilemma
depicted in Fig. 1 is a great simplification of any social situation that might occur,
since in actual scenarios, countless variables and uncertainties enter the equation.
The complexity of the dilemma also grows with an increasing number of players
and possible strategy options. However, following Brennan and Buchanan (1985),
we believe that the prisoner’s dilemma does ‘‘contain most of the elements in its
structure required for an understanding of the central problems of social order, those
of reconciling the behavior of separately motivated persons so as to generate
patterns of outcomes that are tolerable to all participants’’. How does the prisoner’s
dilemma then translate to our discussion of ethics settings? Let us first begin with a
strategic analysis of the situation. The individual, let’s call her Johanna, plays the
game against all other people who participate in traffic. If every participant chooses
the moral PES, traffic would be maximally safe for everyone.
This can be shown displaying the case of a society that consists only of three
people. These people have to commute every day but, since they happen to have two
sports cars, they cannot carpool together. Instead, they have to split up in parties of
two and one. Before they leave, they decide how their autonomous cars should
behave in case of a dilemma situation in which one car has to be sacrificed. To mix
up the daily routine, they also decide to switch positions every time they leave, so
that, ultimately, the probability of each person occupying any single spot (being
alone in one car or being the (co-)driver in the other) is identical. If they decide on a
selfish PES setting the expected value7 of the situation would be:
EðPESÞ : 0:5 $ 2 þ 0:5 $ 1 ¼ 1:5
Since one position in the dilemma is at an advantage and it is equally likely that
either car occupies this position, each car would have a chance of 50 % to survive
7

In this case, the expected value equals the expected number of deaths.
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the dilemma. This means that the expected value of a dilemma in a PES world is 1.5
deaths.
Setting the car according to a (mandatory) MES setting, which is programmed to
always spare the car that has two passengers, however, leads to the following
expected value:
EðMESÞ : 0 $ 2 þ 1 $ 1 ¼ 1
Since 1 \ 1.5 the social outcome of a PES is worse compared to the MES world.
From the standpoint of each individual, the expected value to die in a dilemma is
therefore:
1
2
1
EMES ðI Þ : $ 1 þ $ 0 ¼
3
3
3
Being randomly distributed to the two cars, each of the three people in this
society survives in two out of three cases, because the two-person car is never the
one that has to sacrifice.
Contrariwise, if the three decide on a selfish PES for each car the expected value
of a dilemma would be:
EPES ðI Þ :

1
2
1
$ 0:5 þ $ 0:5 ¼
3
3
2

Obviously, this is a deterioration compared to the former scenario since the
expected value to die for each individual is 50 % higher than before.
Coming back to Johanna, the problem that arises is that even if Johanna
believes that everyone else set their PES setting to minimize harm, she still has a
strong reason to set her car’s ethics setting privately to value her life above all. If
everyone chooses a moral PES, Johanna can maximize her personal safety by
choosing the selfish PES unilaterally. In dilemma situations, Johanna’s car would
then be the only one who would save its driver no matter what, while all other
cars in traffic would sacrifice their driver given it minimizes total harm. Instead of
cooperating and reaping the overall higher social benefit (in this case a lower
probability of being harmed or killed), Johanna then could defect and gain
additional security by avoiding those cases in which a strategy to minimize harm
would mean self-sacrifice on her part, thus increasing the probability of not being
harmed at the expense of other road users. At the same time, choosing the selfish
PES is not only the best strategy for Johanna in a world populated by (mostly)
moral agents, but also in a social world that is inhabited by mostly selfish agents.
In game theoretic terms, defecting is, thus, the optimal choice regardless of what
the others do.
Up to this point, we have analyzed the strategic decision that Johanna, and,
thus, every agent, faces in the traffic game. However, as we explicated earlier,
choosing PES has an important temporal aspect. The decision by another agent—
let us name him Matt—for or against a moral PES in t2 will, at least in part,
depend on the PES Johanna and others have chosen. If Matt, who is generally
inclined to choose a moral PES, is convinced that most of society has chosen a
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moral ethics setting, there is a good chance that he will choose a moral PES as
well. There are many people, of course, who would follow a general rule even if
the individual incentive to deviate is high and the chance of being sanctioned is
low. Nevertheless, if there is a sufficient number of people who will not choose a
moral PES, the moral equilibrium will not be stable. There is a strong incentive
for each individual to defect from the minimizing harm strategy. Therefore, even
if Matt accepts the minimizing strategy to be morally superior to a selfish PES,
defecting will increase his safety. Yet, if such a defection is possible, there is no
reason to believe that only Matt would take this opportunity. If a sufficient
number of people realize that this strategy maximizes their utility, the benefits of
the minimizing harm strategy to society will eventually evaporate. This
phenomenon can be observed in many circumstances. In such situations, theory
as well as experiments show that conditional-cooperators—moral agents in our
case—will usually become crowded out rather quickly. To conclude, the first
result is that a PES, even in a population of mostly moral agents, will lead to a
prisoner’s dilemma. To put it differently, the result is that there is good reason to
believe that morality will become crowded out in a world where people can
choose their own ethics setting.
One might think that, since morality becomes crowded out, at least the selfish
agents end up with what they want. Readers familiar with the prisoner’s dilemma
know that this is not the case. The unintended result of letting everybody choose
their personal ethics setting is also not in the interest of selfish agents. Again, selfish
agents are defined as agents aiming to minimize harm to themselves and their
friends and family. As becomes evident from our small game theoretic exercise
above, if everybody tries to minimize the expected harm to him or herself, the
expected likelihood of everyone becoming harmed actually rises. This game
theoretic exercise is easily confirmed. Think about a world in which everybody is
moral and, thus, is ready to sacrifice themselves for a greater number of people.
Evidently, in such a world, fewer people in total will be killed. Therefore, by this
logic, a world in which nobody is ready to sacrifice themselves for the greater
number, the number of actual traffic casualties is necessarily higher. This leads to
our second, and maybe unexpected, result that selfish as well as moral agents have a
strong reason against implementing PES.
Why a Mandatory Rule is Necessary
So far, we have argued that moral agents as well as selfish agents prefer a social
world—albeit for different reasons—in which the risk of serious injury in traffic is
minimized. It is important to emphasize here that the result of our discussion is
derived from a contractarian thought experiment. We arrived at the answer by
asking what would be in the interest of a diverse set of individuals (moral and selfish
ones). We have further argued that to achieve such a world, every participant in
‘traffic’ needs to have a moral PES, i.e. a PES that would allow the car to sacrifice
its driver for the greater number. Unfortunately, as we have shown, due to the logic
of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma, the moral PES would eventually be crowded out.
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Given that moral as well as selfish agents are interested in establishing a social
world in which everybody uses a moral PES, the question becomes how to solve the
generalized prisoner’s dilemma that prevents our agents to achieve the socially
preferred result? In general, there are two types of solutions to collective action
problems. The first kind of solution involves the introduction and sanctioning of
informal rules. Nobel Prize laureate Elinor Ostrom has shown that under certain
conditions, a group of people can overcome collective action problems such as the
prisoner’s dilemma (Ostrom 2005: 258–270). There are, however, certain conditions
for overcoming collective action problems. In general, solving collective action
problems by informal rules works best in relatively small groups, since effective
monitoring as well as informal punishing of rule violation must be comparatively
cheap. The bigger the group, the more expensive monitoring and punishing
becomes. In the social dilemma ‘traffic’ however, monitoring and sanctioning is
very complicated. There is no way to know about the ethics settings of the other cars
participating in traffic. In general, in anonymous large-scale societies, informal
sanctioning mechanisms do not work.
This leaves us with the classical solution to collective action problems:
governmental intervention. The only way to achieve the moral equilibrium is state
regulation. In particular, the government would need to prescribe a mandatory ethics
setting (MES) for automated cars. The easiest way to implement a MES that
maximizes traffic safety would be to introduce a new industry standard for
automated cars that binds manufactures directly. The normative content of the MES,
that we arrived at through a contractarian thought experiment, can easily be
summarized in one maxim: Minimize the harm for all people affected!8
If applied ethics wants to generate useful solutions to real world ethical problems,
it is important that the solutions suggested not stray away too far from the normative
beliefs held by the people affected by the normative proposal. While in traditional
ethics, we are usually not concerned with the normative beliefs that people actually
hold, applied ethics has to be concerned with popular sentiment. The reason for this
is simply that any proposal not properly reflecting the values of the affected people
will certainly not be picked up by lawmakers or by the people affected, respectively.
Thus, what we need here is a ‘sanity check’. Regarding trolley situations with
autonomous cars, there is already some empirical evidence that corroborates the
results of our philosophical thought experiment. Three studies performed by
Bonnefon et al. (2015) show that subjects being presented vignettes of dilemma
situations involving self-driving cars are generally comfortable with utilitarian
autonomous cars, ‘‘programmed to minimize an accident’s death toll’’ (ibid.). What
Bonnefon et al. call the ‘‘utilitarian autonomous vehicle’’ is completely in line with
our notion of minimizing harm in trolley situations.9
8

Unfortunately, we cannot debate the various ways in which such a maxim could be implemented.
Although this maxim, on the face of it, seems quite simple, the implementation will surely raise many
morally relevant follow-up questions. For instance, how should we weight lives? Should one person count
equally regardless of, say, their age? Furthermore, who should count as ‘all people affected’—should this
include just motorized participants in traffic or should this also include pedestrians?

9

However, note that our approach is contractarian by nature.
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Our proposal of a MES that minimizes harm for all affected is further vindicated
by a recent experimental study that tests a new version of Thomson’s trolley
dilemma. In this version, the initial dilemma becomes a trilemma. In the example of
Bryce Huebner and Marc Hauser, an agent named Jesse has the option to sacrifice
himself or another person for the benefit of a small group of strangers. Alternatively,
he can also do nothing, which results in the death of the aforementioned group.
Huebner and Hauser (2011) found that when confronted with the trilemma, ‘‘the
largest number of participants (43 %) judged that Jesse should flip the switch to the
right (killing the lone stranger) and a surprisingly large proportion of participants
(38.3 %) judged that Jesse should engage in an act of altruistic self-sacrifice to save
the five people on the main track.’’ Adding up the numbers, this means that 81.3 %
of the people in this study preferred a solution to the trilemma that minimizes the
harm for all affected. The limited evidence available then seems to corroborate our
proposal.10 Before we conclude our argument though, we want to discuss a few
objections.
Objections
In this essay we presented a contractarian argument for a mandatory ethics setting.
In this final part of the essay, we want to discuss whether our argument holds under
scrutiny. Let us then turn to the first objection. Firstly, one might ask, whether our
proposed mandatory ethics setting is not biased against people who are usually or
exclusively single drivers, since single drivers would be targeted over vehicles with
more than one passenger in any case.
This question implicitly attacks one of the fundamental premises of our model.
Our model rests upon the concept of the average participant in traffic. This
participant spends an equal amount of time as a single driver, in groups of two,
three, four and so forth. While our mathematical example has shown that the
average participant of traffic has an increase in safety with a MES, it is not so
clear as to what the benefit to single drivers is. On the contrary, the calculations
suggest that people who always drive alone might incur a loss in safety relative to
a PES world. We define a marked individualist driver as someone who (almost)
always drives his car alone. To assess this objection, we first need a better
understanding of its importance. There are a few things to note. First off, even
somebody who rarely drives with other people will benefit from a MES under
many circumstances. The maxim ‘minimize harm for all affected’ applies not only
to single vehicles, but, more generally, to traffic. Therefore, even if a marked
individualist is usually alone in his car when he participates in traffic, he will
nevertheless be treated as part of a group by the AI of an autonomous car under
many circumstances. To highlight just a few cases: (a) Think about the following
dilemma. An automated truck can decide whether it sacrifices its driver or collides
with the oncoming traffic, which would save the truck driver but put the lives of
10

It should be noted, though, that the data just weekly confirms our argument. The reason is that there is
a difference between what an individual deems as the right course of conduct and whether she wants that
particular course of action to become a law that is applied to everyone.
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the car drivers in danger. (b) An individualist car driver might sometimes use
public transportation and, thus, be counted as part of a group by the AI of an
automated car. (c) A third case that would make him part of a group from the
vantage point of an AI, is him taking a stroll on a somewhat populated boardwalk.
In all these cases, even an individualist would gain from a MES. Furthermore,
even an individualist might strongly care about her family and friends and, thus,
would prefer if his loved ones were as secure as possible in traffic. Taking these
arguments together, we think that the idealization of the average participant at
work in our model can be defended.11
Let us now turn to a second objection. Our model defined a moral agent as an
agent that is ready to act altruistically as long as others do so as well. Our moral
agent is then a conditional cooperator. One might object that morality consists of
more than reciprocal altruism. This is certainly true. However, within the limits of
an essay, it is not possible to discuss various strains of ethical theory in detail.
Furthermore, it is important to note that ethical theories such as deontic ethics and
utilitarianism are themselves abstractions. Real world agents usually do not judge
a case on purely deontic or utilitarian grounds. Instead, real world actors usually
rely on rather eclectic normative standards in evaluating certain actions or
regulations. At the same time, altruism as well as reciprocity are core ideals of our
everyday morality. While there is much ethical disagreement, it is reasonable to
assume that the absolute majority of real world reasoners would judge someone
moral who is ready to sacrifice her life for a greater number of strangers.
Considering both points, we think our modelling of moral agents is sufficiently
justified.
Furthermore, there is a third and very plausible objection. A liberal might be not
impressed by the advantages of a MES. He might hold that the government is
nevertheless not justified to restrict the choices of reasonable people. Millar for
instance argues that owners of autonomous cars ‘‘ought to be morally responsible’’
for their car’s ethics setting and that any interference to their choice by either the
companies or the government would be paternalistic (Millar 2014a). The question
then becomes, under which circumstances liberals in general accept infringements
on choice sets. One reason that liberals in general accept for coercing individuals
and limiting their choices is the prevention of negative externalities. This explains
why liberals in general might be in favor of granting a life or death decision to a
cancer patient, as in the Millar example, but are nevertheless in favor of prohibiting
drunk driving.12 The reason why liberals are in favor of granting autonomy in the
first case, but not in the latter is because drunk driving does not only endanger the
11

An interesting question that arises from this line of argument would be whether a MES would
incentivize people to car-share to minimize their risk of being targeted. The answer to that depends on
many variables, for instance, to what degree people value time alone. From an ecological perspective, an
incentive to carpool would surely not be a bad thing. Furthermore, more carpooling or the use of public
transportation would mean less traffic, and less traffic might decrease the possibility of accidents. On the
other hand, people could choose to pay people to accompany them in their cars to increase their safety.
While this is not impossible, it seems highly unlikely to play a role.
12

For that reason we are also highly skeptical of Millar’s suggestion to apply ethical norms from
medicine and bioethics to the case of autonomous cars.
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life of the driver, but also imposes risks on others. Acts that are justified because
they limit unwanted externalities are therefore never paternalistic. If that is the case,
then liberals should be in favor of a MES since self-prioritizing PES unilaterally
impose additional risks on others.13
A valid fourth objection would be that the proposed moral MES would simply
not be moral enough from the viewpoint of at least some agents. Take, for instance,
the elderly couple Ann and Joe. They might feel that they have already had a great
life and enjoyed much good fortune during their fifty years of marriage. It is then
intelligible if Ann and Joe preferred to sacrifice themselves in a dilemma situation
rather than killing, say, a young driver or a single mother. The MES setting we
proposed, however, would make it impossible for them to act on their altruistic
judgment. We are not sure how many people there are that really have such highend altruistic preferences. At the same time, we do not think, in principle, this
objection poses much of a problem to our approach. There seems to be prima facie
no reason why our proposed MES should not allow for an ‘altruistic add-on’. There
are neither game theoretic nor any moral reasons that speak against the option to
allow people to confirm to moral standards that go beyond the MES. Furthermore,
there also seem to be no important technical problems to allow for such an altruistic
add-on.

Conclusion
The question of how an autonomous vehicle should behave in trolley-like situations
has caused much debate over the last 2 years. Debates about the autonomous
vehicle version of the trolley problem have largely reproduced the moral
disagreement of the original trolley problem. In this article, we presented two
ways of dealing with moral disagreement about trolley dilemmas. We argue that the
default option in liberal societies to deal with moral disagreement is to partition the
moral decision space in order to enable each individual to live according to her own
normative ideals and understanding of the good and thus to respect individual
autonomy (within limits). Applied to the case of autonomous cars this would peak in
favor of a personal ethics setting (PES). However, allowing for a PES, we argued,
will likely lead to a situation that has the structure of a prisoner’s dilemma. The
incentives for the individual will crowd out moral PES and drive people to choose a
selfish PES. The result of this situation, so we argued, is that everybody (the moral
as well as the selfish agents) is worse off compared to a mandatory rule that is
enforced by a third party. While the consensus view seems to be that people would
not be willing to use an automated car that might sacrifice themselves in a dilemma
situation, we argued that such a MES is in the considered interest of everybody.
Since informal sanctions in anonymous large societies do not possess the force
needed to prevent the individual to choose a selfish PES, we advocate for a
mandatory rule that aims at minimizing overall harm. State regulation seems to be
13

We want to express our gratitude towards two anonymous reviewers who brought this point to our
attention.
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the most obvious as well as practical way to achieve that. Furthermore, we made the
case that the classic trolley problem is conceptually inadequate for discussing the
case of ethics settings. The reason for this is that the trolley problem fails to model
three important structural aspects of the traffic dilemma discussed: strategic
interaction, iteration as well as the varying position an individual might occupy.
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Rage against the machine: Automation in the moral domain☆
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A B S T R A C T

The introduction of ever more capable autonomous systems is moving at a rapid pace. The technological progress will enable us to completely delegate to machines processes that were once a prerogative for humans.
Progress in ﬁelds like autonomous driving promises huge beneﬁts on both economical and ethical scales. Yet,
there is little research that investigates the utilization of machines to perform tasks that are in the moral domain.
This study explores whether subjects are willing to delegate tasks that aﬀect third parties to machines as well as
how this decision is evaluated by an impartial observer. We examined two possible factors that might coin
attitudes regarding machine use—perceived utility of and trust in the automated device. We found that people
are hesitant to delegate to a machine and that observers judge such delegations in relatively critical light.
Neither perceived utility nor trust, however, can account for this pattern. Alternative explanations that we test in
a post-experimental survey also do not ﬁnd support. We may thus observe an aversion per se against machine use
in the moral domain.

“I know I have made some very poor decisions recently, but I can give
you my complete assurance that my work will be back to normal. I have
still got the greatest enthusiasm and conﬁdence in the mission. And I
want to help you.”
– HAL9000 (2001: A Space Odyssey)
1. Introduction
Due to the constant progress of automation over the past decades,
we ﬁnd ourselves ever and anon in a situation in which we have the
possibility of employing an automated companion to help us take some
work oﬀ our shoulders. In a perfect collaboration scenario the human
operator delegates part of the work to her automated aid while she
keeps an eye on its performance and takes back control whenever she
sees ﬁt. Yet, as technology progresses we (will) ﬁnd ourselves in situations in which this dichotomy of work and supervision might
crumble—even up to a point where human supervision during a task is
neither needed nor wanted. The planned introduction of a technology
that need and will not be monitored by human operators during its
performance therefore poses new ethical challenges and questions. In
the absence of a human operator who serves as an ultimately responsible moral agent, we have to address questions of responsibility
and liability (Hevelke and Nida-Rümelin, 2014). Recently, the case of

autonomous cars is gaining substantial interest.
Almost all car manufacturing ﬁrms have fostered the development
of automated devices. While traditional car companies follow a step by
step approach of adding pieces of automation to their latest models,
such as “Active Lane Keeping Assist” systems, Google and Tesla are
taking a disruptive approach that aims directly at the creation of a
completely autonomous vehicle. The economic opportunities of autonomous driving are great. A Morgan Stanley report estimates a productivity gain of about $500 billion annually for the U.S. alone
(Shanker et al., 2013). But there is also a moral case that can be made:
Since most traﬃc accidents are due to human error (drunk driving,
speeding, distraction, insuﬃcient abilities) some estimate that the introduction of autonomous cars will decrease the number of traﬃc accidents by as much as 90% (Gao et al., 2014).
While a small literature on the moral case of autonomous driving
exists, it mainly focuses on utilitarian beneﬁts of the technology
(Fagnant and Kockelmann, 2015) or deals with ethical decision-making
in dilemma situations (see, e.g., Goodall, 2014; Gogoll and Müller,
2017). Little attention has been paid to possible empirical reservations
that might inﬂuence the acceptance of the new technology. The delegation of a task that could carry severe consequences for a third party to
an unmonitored machine might invoke popular resistance to the technology in cases of malfunction. This is of the utmost importance, since
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any form of public reservation regarding the introduction of new
technology could impede the implementation of a technology that
could be beneﬁcial overall.
The relationship between human operators and automated devices
has generated vast amounts of literature. The primary focus has been
set on understanding this relationship. To our knowledge, however, the
question of whether the delegation of tasks that aﬀect a third party to
an automated device is being welcomed or condemned has not received
any attention. This may largely be due to the fact that the usual role of a
human operator is to supervise and control an automated device that
carries out a speciﬁc task. A typical example is the duties of the pilot of
an airplane, which is, essentially, capable of ﬂying on its own. The
primary role of a human operator is therefore to supervise and—if need
be—to intervene in case of automation failure or unforeseen scenarios
that are not in the domain of the automated device. Consequently, a
large part of the literature has investigated what factors inﬂuence the
usage of an automated device.
Dzindolet et al. (2001) have created a framework of automation use
indicating a variety of parameters that can be used to predict the use of
automation in a human-computer “team”. There is evidence that people
who can opt in for automation use sometimes fear a loss of control
when delegating to an automated device (Muir and Moray, 1996; Ray
et al., 2008). This study, however, investigates the attitudes toward
delegating tasks that aﬀect a third party to a machine rather than to a
human being, as opposed to the more general question of under which
circumstances people are willing to relinquish control. The latter would
refer to people’s general propensity to delegate, as is also the case when
people take a bus or taxi instead of driving themselves. To abstract from
this issue, we wittingly forced subjects to give up control by delegating
to either a machine agent or a human agent, thus keeping a loss of
control constant between groups.
First, our study elicits attitudes toward machine use in the moral
domain from the perspective of actors and observers: Do subjects prefer
to delegate a task that aﬀects a third party to a machine or a human? To
what extent do subjects get blamed or praised for their delegation decision? Speciﬁcally, our ﬁrst two hypotheses are as follows:
Hypothesis 1. People’s delegation of a task that aﬀects a third party to
a human or to a machine is not balanced.
Hypothesis 2. Delegators are rewarded diﬀerently for delegating a task
that aﬀects a third party to a machine than for delegating it to a human.
In a second step, we investigate potential reasons for any negative or
positive preference concerning machine use in the moral domain.
Speciﬁcally, we test two factors that recur throughout the literature.
A major factor that could inﬂuence the decision of a subject to delegate to a machine is the “perceived utility” of an automated aid,
which is deﬁned as a comparison between the perceived reliability of an
automated device and manual control (Dzindolet et al., 2002). If a
subject judges that her ability exceeds that of an automated device, she
usually does not allocate a task to the machine (Lee and Moray, 1994).
This judgment might also be due to self-serving biases that see people
overestimating their own abilities (Svenson, 1981) or their contribution
to a joint task (Ross and Sicoly, 1979). Additionally, the perceived
abilities of an automated aid might be inﬂuenced by a higher or lower
salience of errors an automated device commits. There are controversial
ﬁndings in cognitive psychology as to whether a violation of expectation (expectancy-incongruent information) is more readily remembered
than decisions that are in line with prior anticipation (expectancycongruent information) (Stangor and McMillan, 1992; Stangor and
Ruble, 1989). While people initially tend to have high expectations of
the performance of automation, humans may be judged according to a
“errare humanum est” standard—decreasing the salience of an observed mistake made by a human delegatee due to a priced-in expectancy of errors. In Dzindolet et al. (2002) subjects chose to be paid
according to their performance rather than that of their automated aids.

This was even the case when they were informed that the automated
device was far superior, stating salient errors of the automated device
they perceived earlier to justify their decision. This is astonishing since
an important factor in the decision to employ an automated device lies
in the goal-oriented nature (Lee and See, 2004) of the task. Prima facie,
a subject should be more likely to use automation if she rates the device’s ability to successfully perform the delegated task positively
(Davis, 1989), i.e., if the machine is seen as a reliable entity. We isolate
the potential eﬀect of machine-error salience by forcing subjects to
relinquish control, thus abstracting from a self-serving bias. Our third
hypothesis is as follows:
Hypothesis 3. Machine errors are perceived diﬀerently to human
errors.
Another important factor that is known to inﬂuence the decision to
delegate to an automated device is trust. The concept of trust has attracted a lot of attention regarding its inﬂuence on automation. While
some researchers have seen trust between human agents and machines
to be closely related to the traditional concept of trust between humans,
others stress important diﬀerences regarding trust relationships between humans and machines (de Visser et al., 2012). Trust is a notoriously broad term but one characteristic that is commonly shared by
most authors is a state of vulnerability the trustor has to be in. That is, a
trust relationship requires the trustor’s willingness to set herself in a
vulnerable position by delegating responsibility to the trustee
(Rousseau et al., 1998). Obviously, if the outcome of a delegation is
completely determined and the process fully transparent, there is no
need to incorporate trust. In this study, we use a simple trust game to
isolate the mere aspect of trust, since it requires no capabilities on the
trustee’s side about which the trustor might have biased beliefs. The
trust game only requires the trustee to reciprocate. It thus abstracts
from the aspect of perceived utility discussed above, which is closely
related to the speciﬁc task at hand. Finally, our fourth hypothesis is as
follows:
Hypothesis 4. The level of trust toward machines and toward humans
is diﬀerent.
2. Experiment design
The experiment consisted of three parts: (1) the delegation and
execution of a task that aﬀected a third party, (2) a perception guess,
and (3) a trust game. The aim of part 1 was to elicit attitudes toward
machine use in the moral domain from the perspectives of actors and
observers (Hypotheses 1 and 2). Part 2 was designed to test whether a
given divergence in judgments towards humans and machines could
stem from systematically diﬀerent perceptions of the errors committed
by humans versus machines (Hypothesis 3). Part 3 was designed to test
whether diﬀerent levels of trust in humans and machines could account
for diverging judgments (Hypothesis 4).
Subjects received instructions for the experiment on screen. They
were informed at the beginning that the experiment consisted of three
independent parts and that they could earn money in each of these
three parts. In the end of the experiment, one of these parts was selected
at random and subjects were paid according to their respective payoﬀ
in this part. Prior to the experiment there were two preparatory sessions
which provided us with the necessary data to calibrate machine performances and were also used to create perception tasks. We will ﬁrst
explain the three parts of the experiment and then provide some details
on the preparatory sessions.
2.1. Part 1: Task aﬀecting third party
Part 1 of the experiment consisted of the delegation of a calculation
task to either another human or to a machine and in the subsequent
solving of the task by human task-solvers and the machine. The
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benevolent eﬀort of the other human or the preprogrammed actions of
the machine then determined the payoﬀ of a third party.
For part 1 of the experiment, half of the subjects were randomly
assigned the role of actors, and the other half, observers. One observer
was randomly assigned to each actor. Each actor played all roles consecutively. First, actors as delegators had to delegate the calculation
task either to another human or to a machine. Second, actors as tasksolvers had to perform the task themselves. Third, actors as third parties
were the recipient of the payoﬀ created by the benevolent eﬀort of
another human task-solver or by the performance of a machine. The
fact that the successful or unsuccessful performance of the task determined a third party’s payoﬀ made its solving, and—more importantly—its prior delegation, morally relevant.
Actors were ﬁrst informed that they were randomly assigned to two
other subjects in the lab, say X and Y. They were told that their own
payoﬀ would depend on the decision of Y and that their own decision
would determine the payoﬀ of X. The calculation task in part 1 of the
experiment was then explained to actors. For the task each subject was
confronted with a block of ten calculation exercises, each consisting of
seven digits, lined up on the screen. The sum of the seven digits had to
be entered in an input ﬁeld. Finally, one line was selected at random. If
the respective exercise was solved correctly, the third party received 70
ECU. Otherwise, the third party received nothing.
Before the actors made their delegation decision, we wanted them
to form an impression about the relative capability of human task-solvers and the machine. Because we were interested in a potential systematic misperception of human and machine errors, we did not simply
provide subjects with statistics on actual performances. Instead, all
subjects were visually presented with past performances of 24 subjects
from a preparatory session. They were also shown the corresponding
performance of a preprogrammed algorithm (see section 2.4 for details).
Relative performances of humans and machine in the task were
visualized on a split screen. The caption “human” and “machine” was
shown on the respective half of the screen. In total, subjects were shown
240 (24 subjects solved 10 lines each) past solutions of humans and the
corresponding machine performances. If a single exercise was solved
correctly by the human subject or by the algorithm respectively, it
appeared in white. Otherwise, it appeared in red.1 Exercises solved by
human and machine appeared alternately and one by one. Each exercise appeared for only 0.5 s making it extremely diﬃcult to simply
count the number of red lines. The side of the screen on which the
performance of the machine was presented was randomized across
subjects. In fact, subjects in the earlier preparatory sessions, and consequently also the tailored algorithm, solved about 20% of the lines
incorrectly.
Once delegators had formed an impression of the performance of
humans and the machine, they made their delegation decision. Note
that every actor solved the calculation task in the task-solver’s role for
her recipient. Each actor did this without knowing whether her delegator had actually delegated the task to her or to a machine. This was
done to prevent a general tendency to delegate to the machine to spare
fellow subjects the work. The performance of a task-solver was only
relevant for her recipient if the task-solver’s delegator decided to delegate to her and not to a machine. Observers solved the calculation
task as well, without any consequence for another subject, in order to
give them an impression of the task.
Each actor was rewarded or punished for her delegation decision by
her assigned observer. An observer could reduce the actor’s initial endowment of 30 ECU by any integer amount, down to a minimum of zero
1
Subjects were told the following: “To evaluate the performance of a person and a
machine, you will subsequently see a comparison of the performance of a past run. One
line is shown per column, each respectively calculated either by a person or a machine. If
calculated correctly, the line will be displayed in white. If calculated incorrectly the line
will be displayed in red.”

Fig. 1. Matching for delegation decision.

or increase it up to a maximum of 60 ECU without any inﬂuence on her
own payoﬀ. The observer could, of course, also leave the actor’s endowment unaltered. Reward and punishment choices were elicited via
the strategy method (Selten, 1967). This means that each observer
made her reward or punishment choice conditional on the delegation
decision, as well as its outcome. Thus, judgment was contingent upon
whether the delegator had delegated to a human task-solver or to a
machine and upon whether the randomly drawn exercise was solved
correctly or not. An observer thus gave his full evaluation proﬁle behind
the veil.
For the ﬁrst round, actors thus received their altered endowment,
ranging from 0 to 60 ECU plus 70 ECU, if their task-solver had calculated the randomly drawn line correctly. Observers received a ﬂat
payment of 100 ECU for the ﬁrst round.2
The dependencies between subjects and the matching procedure for
part 1 of the experiment are illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, actors are denoted by the letter A, while observers are denoted by the letter O.
Consider the case of A1. A1 delegates the calculation task to A2 or to a
machine (solid arrows). A2’s or the machine’s performance in the calculation task then determines the payoﬀ of A4 (dotted arrows).3 In this
constellation, A1 is the delegator, A2 is the task-solver, and A4 is the
recipient. A1, however, is also a task-solver, because A8 delegates to
him or to a machine. Finally, A1 is a recipient. His payoﬀ depends on
the calculation performance of A7, if A6 has decided to delegate the
calculation task to A7. Otherwise, it depends on the machine’s performance. As can be seen, the design made sure that there were no direct
interdependencies between any actors in the experiment. Potential
feelings of reciprocity were thus excluded.4 Subjects were explicitly
informed about this feature of the design. O1 rewarded or punished the
delegation decision of A1.
In the example above, the task-solving performance of A2 only determined A4’s payoﬀ if A1 had actually delegated the decision to A2.
Otherwise, the performance of the machine was relevant. In either case,
one of the ten solved exercises was selected at random and the recipient

2
This equalized the observer’s own payoﬀ with the payoﬀ of an as-yet unrewarded or
unpunished actor who had received the 70 ECU from the randomly-drawn exercise solved
successfully by the task-solver on whom he depended. This is the case because he was
additionally equipped with an initial endowment of 30 ECU. Thus, we established a
conservative measure of reward and punishment, since any alteration of actors’ endowment by a generally inequality-averse observer would require good reasons.
3
For reasons of visual clarity, delegation and payoﬀ dependency between actors and
machine in Fig. 1 are shown for A1 and A4 only, by way of an example.
4
See Greiner and Levati (2005) regarding the issue of indirect reciprocity in small
groups.
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Table 1
Payoﬀs for accuracy of guess.
Deviation(%)
≤
≤
≤
>

20
40
60
60

Payoﬀ
70 ECU
40 ECU
20 ECU
0 ECU

received her earnings if it was solved correctly. If A1 delegated to the
machine, the performance of the tailored algorithm determined the
payoﬀ to A4.
2.2. Part 2: Perception guess
For part 2, the role diﬀerentiation of subjects was abolished.
Subjects were informed that they would soon be confronted with yet
another visualization of actual previous performances of the known
calculation task by humans and a machine.5 Their task was then to
guess the number of errors of either the humans or the machine as
accurately as possible. When seeing the visualization, they did not yet
know whether they would later be asked to guess the errors of the
humans or of the machine. All subjects were shown the data of the 24
subjects (240 lines) from a second preparatory session (i.e., diﬀerent
data than used for visualization in part 1) and the performance of the
tailored algorithm. As in part 1, the relative performance of humans
and the machine was presented on a split screen. The side of the screen
on which the performance of the machine was presented was randomized across subjects. Exercises solved correctly again appeared in
white, while those solved incorrectly appeared in red. In order to prevent subjects from counting, each exercise was only shown for 0.3 s.
The interval was even shorter than in part 1, because subjects were
already used to this kind of visualization.
After the actual past performances were shown, subjects had to state
how many of the 240 exercises shown had been solved incorrectly, i.e.,
how many errors had been made. Subjects’ payoﬀ for part 2 depended
on the accuracy of their guess. Payoﬀs were calculated according to
Table 1.
Half of subjects were randomly asked to guess humans’ performance, while the other half was asked to guess the machine’s performance. It was ensured that an equal number of actors and observers
from part 1 of the experiment were distributed between both of these
treatments. Furthermore, subjects who delegated to a human and those
who delegated to a machine were also divided equally between the two
treatments.
2.3. Part 3: Trust game
In part 3, subjects were randomly assigned to one of two treatments.
In the Human Treatment, subjects played a standard trust game.
Trustors were endowed with 50 ECU. They could transfer 0, 10, 20, 30,
40 or 50 ECU to the trustee. The sent amount was tripled and credited
to the trustee. The trustee could then reciprocate any integer amount
she wished. The Machine Treatment was identical to the Human
Treatment except for the fact that the reciprocation decision was made
by a machine agent on behalf of the trustee who had no chance to
intervene. Before subjects were informed about the treatment to which
they were assigned, the setup of both treatments was carefully explained to them.
In the Human Treatment, before subjects learned their role, they
made their choice for the trust game via the strategy vector method
5
Subjects were told the following: “Now you will see the performance of humans and
machines again. Please be aware of the fact that the data has been collected in a diﬀerent
past run than the performance that you saw in the ﬁrst part.”

(Selten, 1967) and submitted their full strategy proﬁle for both roles. If
a subject was ultimately assigned the role of a trustee, her reciprocation
decision conditional on the amount actually transferred by the trustor
was returned.
Because the trustee had no voice in the Machine Treatment, subjects
only took a decision for the case of ending up in the role of the trustor.6
The reciprocation decision of the machine was determined according to
the actually previously submitted strategy proﬁles of the subjects in the
preparatory sessions. The algorithm was programmed such that it
picked one of all 48 reciprocation proﬁles submitted in the preparatory
sessions at random, and applied the respective conditional choice to a
trustor’s actually chosen transfer.
Before subjects made their choices, they were given an impression
of the reciprocation choices of humans and the machine on a split
screen.7 For each subject, the choices of the machine were shown on
either the left or right side of the screen at random. For this purpose,
subjects were shown the actual reciprocation proﬁles of all 48 subjects
from both preparatory sessions. These choices were contrasted with the
reciprocation proﬁles of the machine algorithm. Each proﬁle consisted
of ﬁve choices, i.e., the returned amount for each possible transfer. The
ﬁve choices of a human and the machine proﬁle selected at random
appeared alternately and one by one in blocks. Each choice was shown
for only 0.7 s.8
As in part 2, random assignment to the Human and Machine
Treatment was contingent upon the subjects’ role and delegation decisions from part 1. Thus, they were assigned in equal proportions to
both treatments.
2.4. Preparatory sessions
The preparatory sessions were necessary for two reasons. First, they
were needed in order to produce actual data from human task-solvers,
which would later be presented to subjects in the experiment. Second,
they were needed in order to tailor the machine’s task-solving performance and decisions in the trust game to the performance and decisions
of the humans. Keeping the de-facto performance of humans and machine constant allowed us to test for a potential systematic misperception of relative performances.
In the ﬁrst part of the preparatory sessions, subjects processed the
same calculation task as in the experiment. Also, each subject solved the
task not for herself but for another subject with whom she was randomly matched. This receiver was paid according to the task-solvers
performance. For this purpose, one of the ten exercises was selected at
random and if this exercise was solved correctly, the receiver was given
70 ECU. Otherwise, she received nothing. It was ensured that no pair of
subjects solved tasks for each other. So, the mechanism of the matching
was the same as described in 2.1 in order to eliminate any potential
feelings of reciprocity. Twenty-four subjects took part in each calibration session for the calculation task. Thus, 24 blocks of ten exercises
were solved in each session.
6
Subjects were told the following: “Every participant is able to send money to the
participant assigned to him. This participant cannot decide how much money he wants to
send back. This decision is made by a machine. You and the participant assigned to you
decide simultaneously, but only one decision is going to be implemented. (...) The amount
you transfer will be subtracted from your initial endowment. Subsequently, it will be
tripled and send to the participant assigned to you. (...) Afterwards, the machine, deciding
for the participant assigned to you, determines the amount of ECU that is returned to you.
The participant assigned to you cannot inﬂuence the machine’s decision. (...). As mentioned above, the participant assigned to you is also able to transfer money. The procedure is the same as already outlined above, meaning the returned amount is determined
by your machine agent.”
7
Subjects were told the following: “To be able to form your personal expectations
about how much will be sent back, you will be shown the return transfer of participants
from an earlier session. To form an expectation about the return transfers of machines,
you will see the decisions of the machine agent next to those of human participants.”
8
A choice was indicated by the returned amount for each possible transfer, e.g.,
“transfer: 30 → return:45.′′
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The algorithm of the machine that solved the calculation task was
programmed in such a way that it resembled the error distribution of
the human subjects exactly.9 So, for instance, if few subjects tended to
make many errors, while many subjects made few errors, this was resembled by the algorithm: It made many mistakes in few of the 24
blocks and solved many blocks with few mistakes. The clustering of
errors was important to equalize error distribution and account for risk
preferences.10
Recall that past data on calculation performance was presented
twice in the experiment, once before the delegation decision in part 1
and once before the perception guess in part 2. Therefore, two preparatory sessions were performed. We used the data from the ﬁrst
session for part 1 of the experiment, and the data from the second
session for part 2.11
In the second part of the preparatory sessions, subjects were randomly rematched to new pairs and played a trust game with the same
parameters as in the experiment. Using the strategy vector method,
each subject gave a reciprocation proﬁle for the case of ending up in the
role of a trustee. A random draw then assigned the roles and payoﬀs
were determined according to their own decision for that role and the
decisions of their match. The collected 48 reciprocation proﬁles constituted the pool of data from which the machine agent in part 3 of the
experiment randomly picked one and applied it to a trustor’s chosen
transfer.
Finally, one of the two parts of the preparatory sessions was selected
at random and subjects were paid according to their payoﬀ in this part.
3. Experiment results
The experiment took place in a major German university in
September 2015. It was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007),
subjects were recruited via ORSEE (Greiner et al., 2003). A total of 264
subjects participated in twelve sessions. Subjects received a show-up fee
of € 4.00 and could earn additional money in the experiment. A session
lasted about 45 min. and the average payment was € 10.38 (sd= €
3.45). Task-solvers solved on average 8.58 (sd = 2.3 4 ) of the ten exercises correctly. The conversion rate was 10 ECU = € 1.00.
First, we checked whether subjects preferred delegating a task that
aﬀects a third party to a human over delegating it to a machine.
Overall, 132 subjects made a delegation decision. Ninety-seven of these
subjects (73.48%) delegated to a human, 35 of them (26.52%) delegated to a machine. The fraction of subjects deciding to delegate to a
machine is therefore signiﬁcantly lower than half (p < .001, according
to an Exact Binomial Test). This conﬁrms our ﬁrst hypothesis.
Result 1. Subjects preferred to delegate a task that aﬀects a third party
to a human than to a machine.
We now turn to analyze the observers’ evaluation of a delegation to
a machine as compared to a human. Remember that each observer
9
The algorithm was programmed such that it could not solve exercises in which the
sum of numbers was higher than 34. The algorithm was fed with calculation data which
led it to reproduce the historical error distribution from the calibration session precisely.
Assume the ﬁrst task-solver in a calibration session had made one mistake, while the
second had made three mistakes, and so on. The algorithm was thus fed with an initial
block of ten exercises in which one exercise added up to more than 34 and with a second
block of ten exercises in which three exercises added up to more than 34. One of the 24
blocks resembling the performance of the task-solvers from the calibration study was
randomly drawn to be decisive. The machine then actually calculated this block of ten
exercises. Due to its inability to calculate the exercises adding up to more than 34 correctly, it made the same number of errors as the respective human task-solver.
10
If the machine would have taken the average error rate of all 24 humans and “applied” it to each block, it would have caused a more uniform distribution of errors over
the 24 blocks than the humans. In this case, a risk-averse subject might have preferred to
delegate the task to a machine, because she feared a particularly weak fellow human
subject more than she appreciated a particularly strong fellow human subject.
11
The average number of lines solved correctly was 8.00 (sd = 2.10 ) in the ﬁrst session
and 7.92 (sd = 1.93 ) in the second session. They were thus very close to each other.

Fig. 2. Observers’ rewarding of delegation to machines and to humans.

evaluated both cases—the delegation to a human and to a machine—in
a random order. Furthermore, he made choices contingent upon whether the respective task-solver had successfully solved the task or made
an error. This means that each observer provided four choices.
Observers’ levels of rewarding delegators are illustrated in Fig. 2. If
the respective task-solver was successful, observers rewarded delegations to a machine with an average of 12.52 ECU (sd= 17.38 ECU),
while they rewarded delegations to humans with an average of 17.77
ECU (sd= 15.01 ECU). If the respective task-solver made an error, observers rewarded delegations to a machine with an average of 0.49 ECU
(sd= 19.53 ECU), while they rewarded delegations to humans with an
average of 4.42 ECU (sd= 19.53 ECU). Delegators to machines are thus
evaluated signiﬁcantly worse than delegators to humans regardless of
whether the outcomes are successful or unsuccessful (p < .001 and
p = .002, respectively, according to two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests). This conﬁrms our second hypothesis.
Result 2. Delegators were rewarded less for delegating a task that
aﬀects a third party to a machine than for delegating it to a human.
In the next two steps, we investigated whether the aversion to
machine use in the moral domain identiﬁed is based on a lower “perceived utility” of the machine or on a general lack of trust in machines.
First, we compare the number of machine errors guessed by subjects
to the number of human errors they guessed. Note that the number of
actual errors, i.e., red-colored exercises, presented to subjects was the
same for humans and the machine. Speciﬁcally, 50 of the 240 exercises
shown to subjects on each side of the screen, which was split between
human and machine, were shown in red. Subjects who were incentivized to guess the number of machine errors made an average
guess of 58.11 (sd = 24.8 8 ), while those who were incentivized to guess
the number of human errors made an average guess of 59.84
(sd = 24.43 ). This diﬀerence in guesses is insigniﬁcant ( p = .63 2 according to a two-sided Mann–Whitney U-test). We thus reject our third
hypothesis.
Result 3. Machine errors are not perceived signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
human errors.
Second, we tested whether the amount in the trust game transferred
by trustors to a machine agent was lower than that sent to a human
trustee. Those who were randomly matched with a machine agent sent
an average amount of 30.83 ECU (sd = 16.67 ECU), while those matched with a human trustee sent an average of 33.64 ECU (sd= 15.78
ECU). The diﬀerence is insigniﬁcant ( p = .170 according to a two-sided
Mann-Whitney U-test).
One might suspect that this insigniﬁcance is only an aggregate
phenomenon: It may result from the leveling of diverging levels of trust
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Fig. 3. Results of post-experimental survey.
NOTE: Upper rows of numbers to the right of the graph represent means, medians and standard deviations (sd) for human agent, lower rows represent measures for
machine agent.

toward humans and machines between subjects who made diﬀerent
delegation decisions. In particular, one might expect that delegators to
humans are generally more skeptical toward machines and express a
lower level of trust. Subjects who delegated to a human task-solver in
the ﬁrst part, however, did not, on average, transfer any less to a machine than to a human (31.63 ECU (sd = 15.46 ) vs. 32.92 ECU
(sd = 16.3 7 ), p = .627 according to two-sided Mann–Whitney U-tests).
Therefore, our fourth hypothesis is also rejected.
Result 4. The level of trust toward machines and toward humans does
not diﬀer signiﬁcantly.
4. Post-experimental survey
Because both potential explanations for the very clear relative
aversion to machine use in the moral domain could not be supported in
the experiment, we conducted a survey study in February 2018. In this
survey, we recruited 78 new participants via ORSEE (Greiner, 2004)
and confronted them with a concise description of part 1 of the experiment. They were then asked to indicate their agreement to several
statements on a 7-point Likert scale.
We confronted subjects with ﬁve pairs of statements that were
identical except for the words “human task-solver” and “machine”. The
order in which statements were presented was randomized within each
pair. Speciﬁcally, we investigated the following alternative explanations for the observed aversion to a delegation to a machine. First,
people might feel that a delegator who delegated the task to a machine
holds a human task-solver’s benevolent eﬀort in contempt (ﬁrst pair of
statements). Second, people might be biased against delegators to machines when attributing praise and blame for a resulting outcome
(second and third pair). Third, delegators might successfully pass on the
responsibility for negative outcomes to another human but not to a
machine (fourth and ﬁfth pair). The eleventh statement was not directly
related to part 1 but represented a general remark on automation in a
morally relevant domain that we included as a control.
Fig. 3 illustrates the average agreement to the ﬁve pairs of statements testing the alternative explanations for an aversion to machine

use in the moral domain and to the eleventh statement that served as a
control.
The ﬁgure suggests that the agreements for each pair of statements
concerning delegators to a human and to a machine are quite similar to
each other. In fact, none of the diﬀerences between the delegators to
humans and machines is signiﬁcant (p > .100 according to two-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests) except for the ﬁrst pair. People do indeed
more readily agree with the idea that delegators to machines hold a
human’s work in contempt than that delegators to humans hold the
machine’s work in contempt ( p = .03 1). The agreement with the former
statement, however, is still close to neutrality. The eﬀect is thus likely
to be driven by a perceived implausibility of the idea that a machine’s
eﬀort can be held in contempt.
The only statement where participants’ answers tend to clearly deviate from neutrality is the eleventh statement, where people ﬁrmly
express the opinion that a human pilot should always be able to overrule the decision of an autopilot. While we can thus also identify an
aversion to automation in the moral domain in the post-experimental
survey, none of the alternative explanations tested in this survey can be
supported.
5. Discussion
In this study, we compared the frequency of delegation decisions of
a task that aﬀects a third party to machines and humans and elicited
their respective evaluation by impartial observers. It should be stressed
again that the question we posed here was about people’s preference
relation over a machine agent and a human agent, and not about delegating versus performing the task oneself. Consequently, subjects had
to delegate in either case and could thus not be blamed merely for
shifting responsibility.
We found that subjects express an aversion to delegating tasks that
fall into the moral domain to machines rather than humans. First, this
manifests in the relatively small fraction of delegators that mandate a
machine rather than a human. Second, it is clear that observers evaluate
the decision to delegate to a machine in the moral domain less favorably than if the delegation is to a human. Interestingly, machine use is
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viewed more critically, irrespective of whether the delegation ultimately caused positive or negative consequences for the person affected.
The experiment tested two potential explanations for an aversion to
machine use in the moral domain: an oversensitivity to machine errors,
and a lack of trust in machines. Both explanations could be ruled out in
our experiment. Subjects did not perceive machine errors more saliently
than human errors, as subjects’ incentivized guessing of failure rates
demonstrates. The phenomenon identiﬁed, therefore, seems to be an
aversion to delegating tasks that aﬀect a third party to machines per se
as opposed to an instrumentally justiﬁed attempt to minimize the risk of
failure for those aﬀected. Analogously, the level of trust expressed by
subjects toward a machine agent was very similar to the trust level
expressed toward a human. Thus, we were unable to identify a general
distrust in machines in a self-regarding trust game. This latter ﬁnding
indicates that the unconditional aversion to machine use seems to be
rather speciﬁc to the delegation of tasks that aﬀect a third party.
Finally, we used a post-experimental survey with fresh subjects to
investigate three alternative explanations for the observed phenomenon: the feeling that delegators to machines hold humans’ eﬀort in
contempt, a bias against delegators to machines when attributing praise
and blame, and a diﬀerence in a delegator’s ability to pass on responsibility to another human and to a machine. Neither of these potential
alternative explanations, however, could account for the aversion at
hand.
From our ﬁndings, it seems that most people rather intuitively
dislike machine use in the moral domain—an intuition which turns out
being hard to rationalize. We identiﬁed this aversion per se by experimentally equalizing humans’ and the algorithm’s performance. In
practice, however, algorithms will usually not be simulating human
moral behavior but will be programmed to implement a speciﬁc normative rationale. This attachment to rules may induce a dismissal of
their decisional inﬂexibility in people. Such an instrumental aversion
would then come in addition to the non-instrumental aversion that we
identiﬁed. In the case of self-learning algorithms, we might observe an
additional instrumental aversion to decisional opacity.
Our results underline the importance of an open discussion of machine use in the moral domain. The case of automated driving certainly
qualiﬁes as such a domain, since errors of the machine may cause
substantial externalities to third parties. The non-instrumental aversion
identiﬁed suggests that the emphasis on the superior performance of
automated cars, which is currently the main argument for automation
in traﬃc, may not be suﬃcient or even decisive in convincing the
general public. It might be as important to address the perceived moral
problems that are necessarily associated with the introduction of automated vehicles.
Against this background, Chris Urmson, head of Google’s selfdriving car project, might be mistaken in downplaying the role of moral
considerations in the context of automated driving by calling them “a
fun problem for philosophers to think about” (McFarland, 2015). As
this empirical study suggests, concerns regarding the involvement of
machines in the moral domain are not only an issue for armchair philosophers but may reﬂect a larger societal phenomenon, viz. a folk
aversion (see also Kohl et al. (2018)). So far, the industry seems to
mainly be occupied with engineering issues and has, due to a déformation professionnelle, predominantly neglected or downplayed the
possibility of public resistance to the new technology. It may, however,
be well-advised to take moral concerns against automated driving seriously, since citizens’ resistance may slow down the automation process
substantially. This, however, would mean to preserve a status quo that
involves an avoidably high number of traﬃc deaths, injuries and damages.
Research that investigates how the feeling of unease can be addressed prophylactically (Feldhütter et al., 2016) is just emerging. Enabling people to experience, and thus better understand, the technology
in order to dissipate reservations and fears may pave the way for a

trouble-free introduction of autonomous driving. A deeper investigation
of the causes of people’s aversion to the use of automated cars in the
moral domain seems to us a promising venue for future research.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socec.2018.04.
003.
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Appendix 1: Instructions (translated from German)
Explanations
During the experiment subjects were assigned to di↵erent roles. The role is indicated at the
top of each slide. Generally, slides are in chronological order. Although, the di↵erent roles
acted simultaneously, the slides of each role are depicted consecutively to improve readability.
Some slides (e.g., waiting screens) and features (e.g., buttons to click in order to advance)
were eliminated as long as they did not serve any significant purpose.

Part 1 - Delegation and Blaming

Role: Everyone

Welcome!
You will now receive a participation letter.
*RANDOM DRAW*
The letter *X* has been assigned to you.

Role: Everyone

The experiment consists of three parts. You can earn money in each of these parts but
only your earnings in one of these parts will actually be paid out to you. The relevant part
is chosen at random. The three parts are independent and do not build on each other.
Your identity remains unknown and will not be revealed during the experiment.

Role: Delegator (1)

During the first part of the experiment, two participants out of this room will be assigned
to you at random.
*RANDOM DRAW*
Participants *Y* and *Z* have been assigned to you.
Your personal payment depends on the decision of *Z*.
The payment of participant *Y* depends on your decision.

Role: Delegator (2)

You will be presented with 10 lines. Each line consists of 7 fields. Each field displays a
number between 1 and 9. All fields of any given line must be summed up. Subsequently,
the result has to be entered into the accompanying input field and confirmed by clicking on
the “OK” button. Below you can see an example of such a line. Please sum up the numbers
of this line probationary and enter the result into the accompanying input field and confirm
your input by clicking “OK”.
*TEST LINE TO SOLVE*

Role: Delegator (3)

The payment of participant *Y* depends on your decision regarding the calculation task.
You can either delegate the calculation of the lines to another person (di↵erent from the
participants assigned to you) or to a machine. The person is someone di↵erent than the
assigned participants *Y* and *Z*. Afterwards, your delegation decision will be evaluated
by a person that is unknown to you. This person has the option to add or subtract money
from your endowment, depending on the consequences of your decision.

Role: Delegator (4)

You receive an endowment of 30 ECU (e 3) that can be increased during the first part.
Your personal payment also depends on the decision of the participant assigned to you. Out
of the ten lines to be solved, one is picked at random. Hereby every single line has the same
probability to be selected. If participant *Z* calculated the result correctly, you will receive
70 ECU (e 7) additionally leading to a total payment of ECU 100 (e 10.00). If the result of
this line has been calculated incorrectly, you will not receive any additional payment to your
original endowment of ECU 30 (e 3).
The procedure is the same for all participants, meaning that participant *Y* will be
rewarded according to your delegation and the performance of your agent.

Role: Delegator (5)

To evaluate the performance of a person and a machine, you will subsequently see a
comparison of the performance of a past run. One line is shown per column, each respectively
calculated either by a person or a machine. If calculated correctly, the line will be displayed

in white. If calculated incorrectly the line will be displayed in red.

Role: Delegator (6)

*PERCEPTION TASK IS SHOWN*

Role: Delegator (7)

Your decision a↵ects participant *Y*. You have to delegate the calculation of the lines
to another person or to a machine. The result of this delegation is relevant for participant
*Y*, who has been assigned to you.
*CHOOSE MACHINE*

*CHOOSE HUMAN*

(*RANDOMIZED ORDER*)

Role: Delegator (8)

You now have to solve the addition tasks for the case that you have been chosen to
calculate the lines of another participant. Please consider that your results are relevant to
another participant that is unknown to you. This is only relevant if you have been selected
instead of a machine.

Role: Observer (1)

During the first part of the experiment, one participant out of this room will be assigned
to you randomly. This participant is Y. For the first part of the experiment you will receive
a fixed payment of 100 ECU (e 10). You will be presented with 10 lines. Each line consists
of 7 fields. Each field displays a number between 1 and 9. All fields of any given line must
be summed up. Subsequently, the result has to be entered into the accompanying input
field and confirmed by clicking on the “OK” button. Below you can see an example of such
a line. Please sum up the numbers of this line probationary and enter the result into the
accompanying input field and confirm your input by clicking “OK”.
*TEST LINE TO SOLVE*

Role: Observer (2)

The participant assigned to you now has the opportunity to delegate this task to another person or to a machine. Therefore, his decision becomes relevant to a person that
is unknown to you. The payment of participant *Y* depends on a delegation decision as
well. This decision is made by an unknown participant who also delegates the calculation to
another person or to a machine. Thus, the participant assigned to you is responsible for the
delegation, relevant for a third person that is unknown to you. Additionally, the payment
of participant *Y* depends on a participant that is unknown to you, who is in exactly the
same situation as you are in.

Role: Observer (3)
The payment of participant *Y* depends on the decision of another participant, who is
assigned to your participant. Out of the ten lines to be solved, one is picked at random.
Each single line has the same probability to be selected. If the participant, who is deciding
for participant *Y*, delegated the calculation to another person or to a machine, solving it
correctly, your participant receives 70 ECU (e 7). If the result is wrong, participant *Y*
receives no additional payment. The procedure is the same for all participants, meaning
that another participant is rewarded according to the delegation decision of the participant
assigned to your participant and the performance of the agent who was selected at random.

Role: Observer (4)

To evaluate the performance of a person and a machine, you will subsequently see a
comparison of the performance of a past run. One line is shown per column, each respectively
calculated either by a person or a machine. If calculated correctly, the line will be displayed
in white. If calculated incorrectly the line will be displayed in red.

Role: Observer (5)

*PERCEPTION TASK IS SHOWN*

Role: Everyone

Please calculate the lines underneath. Also consider, that the result of each line has to
be entered in the input field on the right hand side. Please confirm your input by clicking
the “OK” button. You have 105 seconds to solve the whole task.

Role: Observer (6)

In what follows you have the opportunity to judge the delegation decision of participant
*Y*. Note that participant Y’s delegation decision impacts the earnings of another participant that is unknown to you. You have the opportunity to add or subtract money from the
endowment of participant *Y*. This is only possible in integer numbers, while the maximum
increase or reduction is 30 ECU.
The participant assigned to you delegates to

Add

Subtract

Machine—a correctly solved line is drawn (unknown participant receives 70 ECU)

*INPUT FIELD*

*INPUT FIELD

Machine—an incorrectly solved line is drawn (unknown participant receives 0 ECU)

*INPUT FIELD*

*INPUT FIELD

Human—a correctly solved line is drawn (unknown participant receives 70 ECU)

*INPUT FIELD*

*INPUT FIELD

Human—an incorrectly solved line is drawn (unknown participant receives 0 ECU)

*INPUT FIELD*

*INPUT FIELD

*ORDER IN WHICH CHOICE CONCERNING MACHINE AND HUMAN IS PRESENTED IS RANDOMIZED*

Part 2 - Perceived Ability
Role: Everyone

Now you will see the performance of humans and machines again. Please be aware of
the fact that the data has been collected in a di↵erent past run than the performance that
you saw in the first part. You will subsequently see a comparison of the performance of a
past run. One line is shown per column, each respectively calculated either by a person or a
machine. If calculated correctly, the line will be displayed in white. If calculated incorrectly
the line will be displayed in red.
Afterwards, you will be questioned about the error rate and rewarded depending on the
accuracy of your guess.

Role: Perceiver of machine (1)

Please estimate the performance of the machine. Give your estimation on how many lines
out of 240 have been solved incorrectly by the machine. The following table displays the
payments per deviation of your guess.

Deviation



>

20
40
60
60

%
%
%
%

Payo↵
70
40
20
0

ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU

Role: Perceiver of machine (2)

Please enter your estimated number of errors made by the machine in the input field
below.
*INPUT FIELD*

Role: Perceiver of human (1)

Please estimate the performance of the machine. Give your estimation on how many
lines out of 240 have been solved incorrectly by the human. The following table displays the
payments per deviation of your guess.

Deviation



>

20
40
60
60

%
%
%
%

Payo↵
70
40
20
0

ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU

Role: Perceiver of human (2)

Please enter your estimated number of errors made by the person in the input field below.
*INPUT FIELD*

Part 3 - Trust
Role: Everyone

In the third part, you will be assigned to another participant. You form a pair with him.

Role: Everyone (2)

You and the participant assigned to you decide simultaneously, but only one decision is
going to be implemented. You will start with an endowment of 50 ECU for the case that
your decision is going to be implemented. Now you have the opportunity to send money to
the participant assigned to you. You can transfer a maximum of 50 ECU and a minimum of
0 ECU. Amounts of 10, 20, 30 or 40 ECU are also possible. The amount you transfer will
be subtracted from your initial endowment. Subsequently, it will be tripled and send to the
participant assigned to you. As an example a transferred amount of 30 ECU results in a
credit of 90 ECU on your participant’s account.
The decision of how much will be returned to you is either made by your partner or by a
machine that is acting on behalf of your partner. In the latter case your partner has no say
in the decision of how much is sent back.

Role: Everyone (3)

To be able to form your personal expectations about how much will be sent back, you will
be shown the return transfer of participants from an earlier session. To form an expectation
about the return transfers of machines, you will see the decisions of the machine agent next
to those of human participants.
*PERCEPTION TASK IS SHOWN*

Role: Matched with machine (1)

Every participant is able to send money to the participant assigned to him. This participant cannot decide how much money he wants to send back. This decision is made by a
machine.

Role: Matched with machine (2)

You and the participant assigned to you decide simultaneously, but only one decision is
going to be implemented. You will start with an endowment of 50 ECU for the case your
decision is implemented. Now you have the opportunity to send money to the participant
assigned to you. You can transfer a maximum of 50 ECU and a minimum of 0 ECU. Amounts
of 10, 20, 30 or 40 ECU are also possible. The amount you transfer will be subtracted from
your initial endowment. Subsequently, it will be tripled and send to the participant assigned
to you. As an example, a transferred amount of 30 ECU results in a credit of 90 ECU on
your participant’s account.
Afterwards, the machine, deciding for the participant assigned to you, determines the
amount of ECU that is returned to you. The participant assigned to you cannot influence
the machine’s decision. The returned amount can vary between 0 ECU (minimum) and 150
ECU (maximum).
As mentioned above, the participant assigned to you is also able to transfer money. The
procedure is the same as already outlined above, meaning the returned amount is determined
by your machine agent.
One of the two transactions (your transaction or the one of the participant assigned to
you) is selected at random and classified as a payment for the third part. If the decision of
the participant assigned to you is implemented, you will receive the tripled amount that has
been transferred to you subtracted by the amount returned by the machine acting on your
behalf.
For the case your decision is going to be implemented, please put the amount you want
to transfer into the following input field.
*INPUT FIELD*

Role: Matched with human (1)

You and the participant assigned to you decide simultaneously, but only one decision is

going to be implemented. You will start with an endowment of 50 ECU for the case that
your decision is going to be implemented. Now you have the opportunity to send money to
the participant assigned to you. You can transfer a maximum of 50 ECU and a minimum of
0 ECU. Amounts of 10, 20, 30 or 40 ECU are also possible. The amount you transfer will
be subtracted from your initial endowment. Subsequently, it will be tripled and send to the
participant assigned to you. As an example a transferred amount of 30 ECU results in a
credit of 90 ECU on your participant’s account.
He can now decide what amount is returned to you. The returned amount can vary
between 0 ECU (minimum) and 150 ECU (maximum).
As mentioned above, the participant assigned to you is also able to transfer money. The
procedure is the same as already outlined above. One of the two transactions (your transaction or the one of the participant assigned to you) is selected at random and classified as
a payment for the third part. If the decision of the participant assigned to you is implemented, you will receive the tripled amount that has been transferred to you subtracted by
the amount returned by you.
For the case that your decision is going to be implemented, please put the amount you
want to transfer into the following input field.
*INPUT FIELD*

Role: Matched with human (2)

Simultaneously with your decision, the participant assigned to you made his decision
about the amount of money to be transferred for the case that his decision is going to be
implemented.
Please enter the amount of money you would like to return if your the participant assigned
to you selected the shown amount in the table below. If you do not want to transfer any
money, insert the number “0”. Please note that every amount transferred to you by the
participant assigned to you will be tripled.

If the participant assigned to me transferred 10 ECU (you receive 30 ECU), I will transfer: *INPUT FIELD*
If the participant assigned to me transferred 20 ECU (you receive 60 ECU), I will transfer: *INPUT FIELD*
If the participant assigned to me transferred 30 ECU (you receive 90 ECU), I will transfer: *INPUT FIELD*
If the participant assigned to me transferred 40 ECU (you receive 120 ECU), I will transfer: *INPUT FIELD*
If the participant assigned transferred 50 ECU (you receive 150 ECU), I will transfer: *INPUT FIELD*

Payment (Example)
Role: Everyone (1)

Thank you. The decision to be implemented will now be picked at random.
*RANDOM DRAW*
The decision of the participant assigned to you has been implemented. He transferred 10
ECU. 30 ECU are credited to your account. You returned 15 ECU.
You receive 15 ECU.

Role: Everyone (2)

Your guess for the second part of the experiment is now evaluated.
The machine made 50 errors and you estimated 42 errors.
You receive 70 ECU.

Role: Everyone (3)

Now the part of the experiment relevant for your payment (part 1, part 2 or part 3) will
be picked at random. All three parts are equally likely to be chosen as relevant for payment.
*RANDOM DRAW*
Part *x* is relevant for your payment.
You receive *y* ECU for this part. This equals *e 0.10 · y*. Additionally, you receive a
show-up fee of e 4.00.
In total, you receive *e 0.10 · y + e 4.00*.

Appendix 2: Post-Experimental Survey (translated from
German)
Description of the Situation

Recently, a scientific experiment was conducted. In this experiment, deciders had to delegate the solving of ten calculation exercises. The task could either be delegated to a human
task-solver or to a machine. The deciders did not have the possibility to solve the task
themselves.
The payo↵ of a passive third party depended on the correct solving of the task by the
machine or the human task-solver. For each correctly solved exercise, a green ball was put
into an urn, while for each incorrectly solved exercise a red ball was put into it. Then, one
ball was randomly drawn and the passive third party received a payment of e 7.00, if a green
ball was drawn and nothing, if a red ball was drawn.
The deciders who had to delegate the task to a human task-solver or a machine knew the
following:
a. The machine solves the same fraction of exercises incorrectly as the human task-solvers.
It is thus neither superior nor inferior in its capabilities.
b. All human task-solvers had to solve the task. But only the performance of those tasksolvers was considered whose decider had determined that their solution should be
relevant for the third party’s payment. The performance of the task-solvers whose
decider had chosen the machine was thus irrelevant. The task-solvers, however, did not
find out whether their performance was ultimately relevant. Therefore, by delegation
to a machine, nobody was spared from working.
*THE ORDER WITHIN EACH PAIR OF STATEMENTS WAS RANDOMIZED*
1. People who delegate the task to another human hold the work of the machine in contempt.
7-POINT LIKERT SCALE RANGING FROM 1 (STRONGLY DISAGREE) to 7
(STRONGLY AGREE)*
2. People who delegate the task to a machine hold the work of other people in contempt.
3. People who delegate the task to another human who then commits an error are to
blame for this outcome.
4. People who delegate the task to a machine that then commits an error are to blame
for this outcome.

5. People who delegate the task to another human who then solves it correctly deserve
praise for this outcome.
6. People who delegate the task to a machine that then solves it correctly deserve praise
for this result.
7. People who delegate the task to another human pass on their responsibility for the
outcome.
8. People who delegate the task to a machine pass on their responsibility for the outcome.
9. People who delegate the task to another human who then commits an error carry the
responsibility for this outcome.
10. People who delegate the task to a machine that then commits an error carry the
responsibility for this outcome.
11. Pilots should be able to overrule the decisions of the autopilot at any time.

Appendix 3: Additional Illustrations
Figure 4: Visualization of Calculation Performance from Preparatory Sessions—Example 1

Figure 5: Visualization of Calculation Performance from Preparatory Sessions—Example 2

Figure 6: Visualization of Reciprocity Choices from Preparatory Sessions

Figure 7: Visualization of Trust Game with Machine
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